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H-GAP: Estimating Histograms of Local Variables
with Accuracy Objectives for Distributed Real-Time

Monitoring
Dan Jurca and Rolf Stadler

Abstract—We present H-GAP, a protocol for continuous mon-
itoring, which provides a management station with the value
distribution of local variables across the network. The protocol
estimates the histogram of local state variables for a given
accuracy and with minimal overhead. H-GAP is decentralized
and asynchronous to achieve robustness and scalability, and it
executes on an overlay interconnecting management processes
in network devices. On this overlay, the protocol maintains a
spanning tree and updates the histogram through incremental
aggregation. The protocol is tunable in the sense that it allows
controlling, at runtime, the trade-off between protocol overhead
and an accuracy objective. This functionality is realized through
dynamic configuration of local filters that control the flow of
updates towards the management station. The paper includes an
analysis of the problem of histogram aggregation over aggrega-
tion trees, a formulation of the global optimization problem, and
a distributed solution containing heuristic, tree-based algorithms.
Using SUM as an example, we show how general aggregation
functions over local variables can be efficiently computed with
H-GAP. We evaluate our protocol through simulation using real
traces. The results demonstrate the controllability of H-GAP in
a selection of scenarios and its efficiency in large-scale networks.

Index Terms—Real-time monitoring, distributed aggregation,
adaptive protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ability to provide continuous estimates of manage-
ment variables is vital for many management tasks,

including network supervision, quality assurance, and proac-
tive fault management. Often, management variables that are
monitored in these tasks are aggregates that are computed from
local device variables across the network. Example aggregates
are the total number of VoIP flows, the maximum link utiliza-
tion, the histogram of the current load across routers, or the
distribution of the router out-degree in a network domain.

Engineering continuous monitoring solutions for network
management involves addressing the fundamental trade-off
between accurate estimation of a variable and the manage-
ment overhead in terms of traffic and processing load [1],
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[2]. Network management solutions deployed today usually
provide only qualitative control of the accuracy and do not
support the setting of an accuracy objective. In the context of
a monitoring system, setting accuracy objectives implies that
the system exposes a "management knob" that controls the
level of accuracy at which the system produces an estimate
of the network state. The idea is that the monitoring system
achieves such a level of accuracy with minimum overhead.

Distributed solutions for the aggregation of local variables
usually push the aggregation function inside the network and
aggregate the partial result in a decentralized way, e.g., [1],
[3]. Such solutions prove to be efficient and exhibit good
load balancing properties, along with increased robustness and
resilience to network dynamics. However, they are individually
tailored for the specific envisioned functionality and cannot be
used in case the management station switches the objective
function. E.g., a single instantiation of a distributed protocol
designed for aggregating SUM cannot provide an answer for
a MAX or MIN query at the management station, hence a
new instantiation of a different protocol is required. With this
respect, the design of a distributed protocol that provides the
management station with an accurate estimate of the histogram
of the monitored local variable represents a worthy goal.
Based on the estimate obtained through a single protocol
instantiation, the management station has the flexibility of
applying locally any desired aggregation function F , either
sequentially, or in parallel. This allows for instance SUM ,
MIN and MAX queries to be answered at the same time,
only through local manipulation of the aggregate histogram.

In this paper, we address the problem of continuous moni-
toring of a local variable’s histogram with accuracy objectives
for large-scale network environments. Our goal is to design
an efficient aggregation protocol that allows us to control
the trade-off between the accuracy of the estimation and the
protocol overhead. Our protocol continuously computes the
distribution of the values of a monitored local variable through
histogram aggregation by (i) creating and maintaining a self-
stabilizing spanning tree and (ii) incrementally aggregating
the variable’s histogram along the tree (Figure 1). It is push-
based in the sense that changes in the partial distribution of
the monitored variable values are pushed from the leaf nodes
towards the management station along the aggregation tree.
The protocol controls the management overhead by filtering
updates that are sent from nodes to the management station,
by allowing for local errors between the last sent updates and
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Fig. 1. Histogram Aggregation on Trees: local values wi(t) ∈ S, where
the value interval S = {1, 2, 3}. The aggregation vectors Hi represent the
partial aggregated histogram of the local values wj of nodes j belonging to
subtree Ti. Intermediate nodes in the tree aggregate the received vectors Hi

through element-wise sum.

the current network status.
The local error filters periodically adapt to the dynamics

of the monitored variables and the network environment,
observing a global error objective for the monitoring process.
All operations in our protocol, including the incremental
computation of the histogram and the configuration of the local
error shares, are executed in a decentralized and asynchronous
fashion to ensure robustness and achieve scalability.

While designing our protocol we keep in mind the goals
of (i) controllable accuracy, in the sense of controlling the
trade-off between estimation accuracy and protocol overhead,
(ii) dynamic adaptation to changes in the network topology, or
changes in the evolution of local variables, and controllability
of this adaptation process, and (iii) scalability in terms of
marginal protocol overhead increase with the system size.

The novelty and contributions of this paper are four-fold:

• We present a novel network protocol for distributed
histogram aggregation with accuracy objectives using ag-
gregation trees. The challenge is to dynamically compute
the local filters, which we approach through solving a
global optimization problem using distributed and effi-
cient heuristics. To the best of our our knowledge, we
are the first to present such a protocol;

• We formalize the trade-off between protocol overhead
and accuracy objective, and we provide an analysis of
this trade-off based on a simple stochastic model for the
evolution of the local variables;

• We discuss how a general aggregation function F can be
estimated for a given accuracy objective using H-GAP.
We compare our solution based on H-GAP for the case
of the SUM aggregation function, with a state-of-the-art
protocol that computes the sum inside the network.

• We assess through simulations to which extent our pro-
tocol meets the above design goals, with respect to
controllability and scalability.

The paper is organized as follows: We address the related
literature in Section II, while in Section III we introduce our
system model and the notations used throughout the paper.
We offer a short overview of our protocol in Section IV.
The global optimization problem is presented in Section V,
while Section VI attempts its full mathematical modelling in
a centralized architecture. We present our distributed heuristic
algorithms in Section VII and Section VIII, and analyze their
performance in Section IX. Finally we discuss our contribu-
tions and future work in Section X, and we conclude our paper
in Section XI.

II. RELATED WORK

Most research in aggregation protocols for monitoring is
currently conducted in the context of wireless sensor networks,
and we refer to some relevant work in this area below. In terms
of more traditional networking environments, Astrolabe [4] is
an example of a commercially deployed aggregation protocol
for network monitoring. In contrast to H-GAP, the aggregation
tree in Astrolabe has to be configured manually. Furthermore,
Astrolabe does not support the use of accuracy objectives and
thus, generally, incurs a higher overhead than H-GAP.

In the context of IP networks, existing works on moni-
toring aggregates focus on n-time queries, which request an
estimation of the aggregate at discrete times. n-time queries
are commonly realized as periodic and independent 1-time
queries, which repeatedly perform a state snapshot [3], [5]–
[9]. The trade-off between accuracy and management traffic
is usually controlled through the sampling rate. [10] presents
a solution for computing optimal sampling rates. While, at
first sight, similar in functionality to the above works, our
proposed protocol, H-GAP, implements a push-based approach
to monitoring, which allows to continually estimate a network
aggregate. H-GAP is therefore qualitatively different from a
pull-based protocol that performs monitoring through a series
of snapshots.

In large-scale networks, continuous monitoring of aggre-
gates with high accuracy is often unfeasible due to high
management traffic and processing overhead. Consequently,
when designing monitoring protocols, the engineering trade-
offs must be understood. Much work in this direction has
recently been performed in the context of wireless sensor
networks. Several works investigate the trade-off between
latency for computing an aggregate and either management
traffic or energy consumption [11]–[14]. A different trade-
off is that of accuracy versus management traffic (e.g., [2],
[3], [15]–[17]), where the focus is on providing guarantees on
the accuracy of the estimation, ensuring that the difference
between the estimation and the actual aggregate remains
within a configurable range.

The trade-off between accuracy and overhead for continuous
queries is also discussed in [18]. The authors propose a cen-
tralized design [18]–[20] where all nodes report directly to the
management station, which aggregates the updates. In contrast,
our protocol, H-GAP, applies incremental aggregation, which
(i) distributes the cost of computing the aggregate among all
nodes, and (ii) permits local value changes to cancel each other
out, thus reducing the overhead. Different instantiations of this
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trade-off, namely, latency vs. overall traffic and accuracy vs.
storage requirements, have been investigated in [21], [22].

Previous work on monitoring local network variables using
aggregation trees is presented in [3] and [1]. The authors
propose aggregation protocols with accuracy objectives for a
single aggregation function, i.e., SUM . Both works compute
the desired aggregate incrementally along a tree, and they
use local filters to reduce the computational overhead. The
first work uses synchronized rounds of operation, the second
represents a fully distributed, asynchronous solution. While
following the second approach, our work is more general,
as through histogram aggregation we allow the management
station to locally compute a range of functions on the aggre-
gated data. Our protocol is fully decentralized as in [1], with
the difference that the complexity of the filter computation is
much lower.

Probably the closest work to our proposed protocol is
presented in [2], which considers the aggregation of frequency
distributions. Examples considered by the authors for such
distributions include the number of flows per application and
the number of flows per destination. The authors express
the error objective in terms of the quantization of the fre-
quency distribution and the update frequency. The considered
aggregation scenario is a one-level hierarchy, where local
stations communicate directly to the manager. In addition, the
authors sketch the idea of aggregating frequency-distributions
in hierarchical systems using aggregation trees, similar to
our design. However, they do neither propose nor analyze a
protocol solution for hierarchical scenarios, and they do not
present any evaluation.

In [23]–[25] the authors utilize gossip algorithms to obtain
an estimate of the value distribution at any node in the
network. These works follow a very different approach to
monitoring than to our solution does, for which, until now,
the support of accuracy objectives has not been shown.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

A. System Architecture

We assume a distributed management architecture, where
each network device participates in the monitoring task by
running a management process. These management processes
communicate via a management overlay network for the
purpose of monitoring. We refer to this overlay as the time-
varying network graph G(t) = (V (t), E(t)). A node n ∈ V (t)
represents a management process.

We assume that the network graph contains N management
processes, and is organized as an aggregation tree T0, rooted
at the monitoring process 0. (We actually require from the
network graph only that it is connected. On top of that
graph, H-GAP will create and maintain a spanning tree, as
described in Section IV. That tree is then used for incremental
aggregation. ) Let Tn be the subtree rooted a process n ≤ N ,
and let each process n run one leaf node and one aggregating
node of this tree.

Each leaf n has an associated local variable wn(t) which
is an integer-valued quantity. The term local variable is used
to represent a local state variable or device counter that is
being subjected to monitoring. Local variables are updated

asynchronously with a given sampling rate. Without loss of
generality, assume that wn(t) ∈ S = {s1, . . . , sm}, si ∈ �+,
where S is the finite set of all possible values that can be taken
by wn(t), ∀n ≤ N , ∀t. Finally, let P be the stochastic process
associated with the evolution of the local variables over time.

B. Histogram Definitions

Let Hn(t) be the aggregation vector representing the his-
togram of all local values belonging to nodes in subtree Tn.
If Hk

n(t) denotes the number of local variables with value
wj(t) = sk, j ∈ Tn, then Hk

n(t) =
∑

j∈Tn
cj,k(t), where:

cj,k(t) =
{

1 if wj(t) = sk;
0 otherwise.

Then we can compute the aggregation vector Hn(t) =
[H1

n(t), . . . , Hm
n (t)], with m = |S|. Observe that the aggre-

gation vector of a leaf node has a value of 0 on all vector
positions, except on the position corresponding to its local
variable, where it has a value of 1.

We define the distance between two aggregation vectors
of the same length m, Hi and Hj , as the total number of
differences in the aggregated local values:

D[Hi, Hj ] =
m∑

k=1

|Hk
i − Hk

j |. (1)

Note that our defined distance D[Hi, Hj ] satisfies the
formal necessary conditions for any distance metric: positive
definiteness, symmetry and the triangle inequality [26].

At the same time we define the y-distance between the
aggregation vectors as Dy (e.g., D[Hi, Hj ] = y), and Py =
Prob(D[Hi, Hj ] = y) as the corresponding probability of
having a distance Dy between two aggregation vectors. Note
that as long as the number of aggregated local values stays
constant in time, Py = 0 for all odd numbers y, which
means that a single variable having different values in the two
histograms leads to a distance D2 between the histograms.
Similarly, if d is the number of variables aggregated in
histograms Hi and Hj , the maximum distance between the
histograms (which is the case when none of the d values
overlap) is D2d, which is equivalent

to Py = 0, ∀y > 2d. Py depends on the stochastic process
P characterizing the change of local variable values over time.

Let ε(t) be the error at the management station (or root
process 0), expressed as the distance between the aggregated
vector H0(t) available at the root as a result of the aggregation
protocol, and the actual histogram of all local values in the
network at time t1. Finally we define εM as the error objective
of our monitoring system, which translated into an inversely-
proportional accuracy objective. εM influences the overhead of
the aggregation protocol, as a large tolerated error allows for
less frequent vector updates, hence reduced protocol overhead,
while a smaller tolerated error imposes more frequent protocol
updates, as local values change over time.

1By actual histogram we mean the histogram of the local values that can
be theoretically computed if all variables are known at a given time.
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C. Aggregation Protocol Notations

The aggregation protocol sends message updates from chil-
dren processes to their parents in order to aggregate the
histogram of the local values at each level in the tree rooted
at the management station (Figure 1). An update message sent
by node n contains the aggregation vector Hn(t) available at
node n at time t. A parent process n having the set of child
processes γ(n) (including its own leaf node) aggregates the
received update messages and computes the latest histogram
of its subtree:

Hn(t) =
∑

j∈γ(n)

Hj(t). (2)

Here, by Hj(t) we denote the most recent aggregation
vector available at parent node n through the last message
update received from child node j. The sum is computed as
the element-wise sum of the elements Hk

j .
The update rate of child process j ∈ γ(n) is denoted by

Rout
j (t) and is computed as the average number of update

messages sent towards parent n in a time window. Rout
j (t)

depends on the relative change in monitored values (compared
to the last update sent) and on the error share εj(t). εj(t) is
allocated by the protocol for each individual process j, as a
share of the total tolerated error εM . Furthermore, the rate of
incoming updates at parent node n is computed as the sum
of incoming update rates: Rin

n (t) =
∑

j∈γ(n) Rout
j (t). Finally,

the overhead at node n is computed as Ωn(t) = Rin
n (t) +

Rout
n (t).
We observe that Rout

j (t) and Ωn(t) are functions of (i) the
stochastic process P modeling the changes in local values at
all processes j belonging to subtree Tn (including process
n), and (ii) their associated error shares εj(t). Therefore,
Rout

j (t) = Rout
j (t,P , εj(t)) and Ωn(t) = Ωn(t,P , εj(t)),

∀j ∈ Tn. While Rout
j and Ωn characterize only the number

of messages exchanged by our protocol (and not the total bit-
rate required), they are an appropriate measure for the total
protocol overhead, as long as the message size is kept constant.
This is in fact the case, as long as the size of the update
vector is constant at all processes n, i.e., the cardinality of the
value set |S| remains constant at all processes. All definitions
and notations used throughout this paper are summarized in
Table I.

IV. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW

Our objective is to engineer a protocol on the network graph
that provides a management station with a continuous estimate
of the histogram of the local values, for a given accuracy
objective. The protocol should execute with minimal overhead,
expressed as the number of updates processed per second in
the network. The accuracy is expressed as the maximum error
of the estimate over time.

The design objectives of our protocol are three-fold:

• controllable overhead-accuracy trade-off: by considering
the accuracy objective as a control parameter, the over-
head of our protocol should vary as a function of the
required performance in terms of aggregate accuracy.

TABLE I
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Total number of nodes in the network N
Local weight at node n wn

Value set for local weights S = {s1, . . . , sm}
Generic stochastic process for local weight change P

Local histogram at node n at time t Hn(t)
Histogram distance metric D[Hi, Hj ]

y-distance between two histograms Dy

Probability of Dy Py

Sub-tree rooted at node n Tn

Set of children of node n γn

Maximum error objective εM

Error-share at node n at time t εn(t)

Error-share allocation vector at time t �ε(t)
Outgoing update rate at node j at time t Rout

j (t)

Incoming update rate at node n at time t Rin
n (t)

Protocol overhead at node n at time t Ωn(t)
Error-share minimum step Δε

Update rate threshold δR
Management function applied on H F(H)

Result of F(H) RF
Error of RF εF

Set of outdated values in H Ok

Proportionality factor between εM and εF fmax

Maximum weight-change per update interval Δw

• dynamic adaptation to changes: the algorithm should
adapt in real-time both to changes in the network topol-
ogy and to the evolution of the local variables. Further-
more, the adaptation process should be controllable;

• scalability: we design our protocol for large, dynamic
systems, in such a way that its overhead increases
marginally with the system size;

We call our protocol for histogram aggregation H-GAP. The
protocol is based on GAP (Generic Aggregation Protocol),
developed in our earlier work [27]. GAP is an asynchronous
distributed protocol that builds and maintains a BFS (Breadth
First Search) spanning tree on an overlay network, in a similar
way as the algorithm that underlies the 802.1d Spanning Tree
Protocol [28].

In GAP each node holds information about its children in
the BSF tree, in order to compute the partial aggregate, i.e.,
the aggregate value of the local management variables from
all nodes of the subtree where this node is the root. GAP
is event-driven in the sense that messages are exchanged as
results of events, such as the detection of a new neighbor on
the overlay, the failure of a neighbor, an aggregate update or
a change in the local management variable.

A general problem experienced in tree-based aggregation
schemes is that they can cause a high load on the root node
or on nodes close to the root, specifically in large networks.
In order to reduce this overhead, one can either apply a rate
limitation scheme, which imposes an upper bound on message
rates on each link, or one can introduce a filter scheme,
whereby a node drops updates when only small variations
of its partial aggregate occur [1]. In both cases, the protocol
overhead is reduced at the cost of introducing an error in the
aggregate estimation process.

For H-GAP, we choose an error filter scheme that forwards
a message update from a node n to its parent only when
its current partial aggregate differs more than a given error
threshold εn from the last reported aggregate. The filter
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scheme is the key extension we make to the GAP protocol. The
functionality of GAP that is inherited by H-GAP is (i) creating
and maintaining the aggregation tree (and specifically handling
node arrivals, departures and failures) and (ii) performing the
aggregation function on the tree using generic functions and
data structures related to maintaining partial aggregates at
parent nodes at different levels in the tree.

In the following sections we express our protocol objectives
in the form of a global optimization problem and offer its
full formalization. Afterwards, we provide heuristic algorithms
which give greedy solutions in distributed and asynchronous
network settings.

V. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Under the given system setup and notation, we want to
derive an update protocol which computes in real time an
estimate of the histogram of the monitored local values inside
the network. We are interested in minimizing the maximum
link overhead of such

protocol, while still fulfilling the accuracy objective im-
posed on our setup. Formally, we denote as �ε(t) =
[ε0(t), . . . , εN (t)] the vector of all error shares distributed by
our algorithm to all processes in the management system at
time t. We want to compute:

�ε(t)
∗

= arg min
∀�(ε(t))

( max
∀j∈T0

(Rout
j (εj(t)))), (3)

such that the total error constraint is satisfied at all times:

ε(t) ≤ εM , ∀t.

Hence, the optimization problem translates into finding the
optimal split of the total system tolerated error εM into local
shares εn. The underlying criterion behind the split insures
the minimization of the total protocol traffic over the busiest
network link. In the case of a real system, where its correct
functioning requires all nodes to be alive, this criterion can
be translated as maximizing the total network lifetime. At the
same time, it can be perceived as a system fairness measure.

Notice that for a given fixed stochastic process P , the total
protocol overhead depends on all individual update rates at
each process n in the tree, which in turn depends on the
allocated local shares of tolerated errors εn.

We attempt a full formalization of the optimization problem
under some strict assumptions and for a simple stochastic
process for the local value evolution in time in the next section.

VI. ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the optimization problem for
a simple update process P for all local variables wn(t).
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the network is
synchronized, and that all local values change periodically
with the same period τ . We assume that at each time step,
each process updates its local variable to a new value from S
according to a uniform distribution. Hence, this memoryless
process yields at each time step, or current time tc, local values
wn(tc) = sk, ∀n ≤ N , ∀k ≤ m, where m = |S|, with
probability:

P (wn(tc) = sk) =
1
m

, ∀tc, ∀n, ∀k.

Notice that updates of value wn do not depend on the
specific time step in the runtime of the system. Hence, in our
analysis we simplify our notations whenever possible, and do
not refer to time anymore.

A. Leaf Processes

Leaf processes n do not receive any incoming messages, as
there is no subtree Tn rooted at n. Hence Rin

n (t) = 0, ∀t. We
assume that each leaf process n sends a message update to its
parent as soon as the local value wn changes value compared
to the last sent update, e.g., wn(tc) �= wn(tu), or εn = 0. We
denote the time of the last sent update as tu. According to P ,

this happens with probability P (wn(tc) �= wn(tu)) = 1 − 1
m

.
Hence the outgoing rate of message updates of a leaf process
normalized with the time period is:

Rout
n =

m − 1
m

,

and the associated protocol overhead with leaf process n is
Ωn = Rout

n .

B. Aggregating Processes

An aggregating process n is the root node of the subtree
Tn, and receives update messages from all its children j ∈ γn.
The incoming rate perceived by process n is Rin

n =
∑
j∈γn

Rout
j ,

where Rout
j can be the outgoing message rate of a leaf process

or another aggregating process.
Rout

j of an aggregating process j can be computed as
the probability of a distance larger than εj between the last
sent update and the current aggregation vector. For notation
simplification we denote as D(j) = D[Hj(tc), Hj(tu)]. Under
our model P , this probability is invariant in time, hence we
have:

Rout
j = Prob(D(j) > εj).

Let P 1 = Prob(D(n) > εn). Then we can compute:

P 1 =
2d(n)∑

y=εn+1

Py(n),

where Py(n) is the probability of a y-distance between two
aggregating vectors Hn(tc) and Hn(tu) as defined in the
previous sections, and d(n) is the size of the subtree Tn rooted
at process n.

Py(n) is computed at process n as the distance between the
last update vector sent up on the tree and the newly computed
aggregated vector, as summed from message updates received
from children. It depends on the individual distances reported
in each of the update vectors received from children, taking
into account that in the final aggregated vector Hn distances
from different children vectors Hj might cancel each other
out.
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If c(n) = |γn| is the number of direct children of process
n in tree Tn, then Py can be recursively computed at process
n as:

Py(n) =
2d(1)∑
a1=1

. . .

2d(c(n))∑
ac(n)=1

[P 2
y (n)

c(n)∏
i=1

Pai(i)],

where P 2
y (n) is the probability that the distance between the

last updated vector Hn(tu) and the newly computed vector
Hn(tc) is equal to y (e.g., D(n) = y) given that the distance
between the vectors from any child j is aj (e.g., D(j) = aj):

P 2
y (n) = Prob(D(n) = y|D(j) = aj , ∀j ∈ γn).

P 2
y can be numerically computed under the assumption of

P knowing the size of the subtree d(j) rooted at any child
process j of process n, starting from the binomial distribution
of the probability of a distance Dk out of a maximum possible
distance D2d: P2d(k) =

(
2d
k

)
pk(1 − p2d−k), with p = m−1

m .
After computing Rout

n , a centralized algorithm that knows
the set of children γn of any process n in the aggregation tree
T0 can compute the optimal vector allocation �ε(t)

∗
, and hence

solve the optimization problem.
In the next section we present our heuristic algorithm

that computes an approximation of the optimal error share
allocation for all processes in the tree in a distributed way,
with no assumption on full topology knowledge or stochastic
process P .

VII. DISTRIBUTED HEURISTIC SOLUTION

This section details our heuristic solution for the distributed
computation of local error shares εn which influence the
overhead of H-GAP under the total error objective εM . First
we approximate the global optimization problem with local
optimization problems that can be solved in a distributed way
at all parent nodes in the tree. Then we provide a fast heuristic
algorithm which offers a solution for the local problem.

A. Distributed Optimization Problem

Let process n have an allocated error budget εn that must
be distributed to all child processes in aggregation tree Tn. As
before, let c(n) = |γn| be the total number of direct children
of process n and let d(n) be the size of Tn. We also denote
as �ε(n) = ({εj|∀j ∈ γn}) the allocation of error shares to all
child processes. We want to compute:

�ε(n)
∗

= arg min
∀�(ε(n))

( max
∀j∈γn

(Rout
j (εj))), (4)

under the constraint:
∑

j∈γn
εj ≤ εn.

With a full knowledge of the behavior of partial aggregates
from children, a full-search algorithm can yield the optimal
vector �ε(n)

∗
, and hence solve the optimization problem. How-

ever, monitoring and estimating even on short time windows
the evolution of the partial children aggregates requires a high
volume of information exchange and storage [3], which in the
end might defeat the purpose of our solution. Hence, in the
rest of this paper we concentrate on a solution based on a
faster greedy algorithm which scales even for large network
systems.

B. Protocol Initialization

H-GAP initializes by constructing a spanning tree on the
management overlay in the same way as GAP does [27]. On all
nodes of the aggregating tree the error shares are initialized to
zero, so that all changes in the partially aggregated histograms
are reported up the aggregation tree to the root node. During
a warm-up period, each parent node n monitors the incoming
message rate from all its children and finds the child node
that loads the network most, by sending the largest number
of updates. After the warmup period the accuracy objective
εM is set at the root node and the protocol starts running in
a distributed way.

C. Overhead Estimation

Each parent node estimates the overhead for each of its
children, in order to identify at all times the child that
induces the largest protocol overhead. We achieve this by
maintaining at the parent node, for each of its children, a
circular buffer which records the rate of child updates during
a given monitoring window.

Let Rout
j (t) be the rate of updates send by child node j (e.g.,

the number of message updates sent by node j towards its
parent in a time unit), and let T be the size of the monitoring
window, measured in time units. Then, at any time τ the

average rate estimate for child j is: ˆRout
j =

1
T

τ∑
t=τ−T

Rout
j (t),

and the estimate of the total incoming rate as seen by parent
n is R̂in

n =
∑
j∈γn

ˆRout
j .

The choice of the window size influences the performance
of our algorithm. On the one hand, the variance of our
estimator is inversely proportional to the window size. On
the other hand, a short window size makes the system more
adaptive.

D. Heuristic �ε(n) Allocation Algorithm

We present a polynomial-time algorithm as an efficient
heuristic to find a solution vector �ε(n) to Eq. (4). The compu-
tation is based on the step-wise optimization of our allocation
of εj . Our algorithm uses the child overhead estimation as
presented above, in order to compute step-wise the child that
induces the largest protocol overhead.

Starting from an initial error share allocation �ε(n), at each
iteration, the algorithm increases by Δε the error share of the
child that has the highest ˆRout

j , in an attempt to reduce the
protocol link overhead as seen by parent n from child j. The
iterations are performed with periodicity ti, during which the
parent monitors the effect of allocating the extra share Δε to
node j and computes a crude estimate of its new ˆRout

j . Notice

that ˆRout
j can be monitored and roughly estimated on a time

interval ti which is proportional to the sampling interval of
the monitored local weights.

The algorithm terminates when the error budget εn is
depleted, or when all child nodes become passive, i.e., their
error share is large enough to prevent all aggregation updates
towards the parent. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 H-GAP: Initialization for computation of �ε(n)

Initialization: εn, ˆRout
j , ∀j ∈ γn, initial �ε(n);

Procedure Error Budget Allocation:
while

∑
j∈γn

εj < εn &
∑

j∈γn

ˆRout
j > 0 do

Compute j∗ = arg maxj
ˆRout
j ;

Update the error allocation εj∗ = εj∗ + Δε;
For time ti monitor the new update rate ˆRout

j∗ ;
end while
Output: New error allocation vector �ε(n) = {εj |∀j ∈ γn}.

Algorithm 1 iteratively distributes the error budget εn

to child processes, in a manner that attempts the minimization
of their outgoing update rates. At each step, the algorithm
increases the error budget of the child process that induces
the highest protocol overhead. Recall that at system setup,
when the algorithm is run for the first time, the initial error
allocation vector is zero, e.g., �ε(n) = 0.

At each iteration in the while loop, the algorithm searches
the child j∗ with the maximum outgoing rate. Without any
other computational or memory requirements during run-
time, this operation requires |γn| separate computations. The
number of iterations is limited by the total error budget
εn. If εn is expressed as an integer number corresponding
to the maximum tolerated distance between two aggregating
vectors, and the minimum error share Δε represents the
constant minimum-increase step used by the algorithm, then
the number of algorithm iterations is limited by εn

Δε . Hence, the
computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(εn|γn|).

The time needed by Algorithm 1 in order to converge
to a stable solution at system initialization is limited by the
maximum number of iterations, and can be computed as εn

Δε ti.
A change of the error share of child j initiated by parent
node n can be propagated in the whole subtree Tj during
the same protocol iteration, as valid rate estimates exist at all
aggregating nodes in the subtree. Algorithm adaptation during
system run-time is performed much faster, as presented next.

Observe that performing the optimization algorithms at all
parent processes, starting at the root monitoring process with
total error budget εM yields the local error shares at all
processes, hence it offers a distributed, likely sub-optimal
solution for the optimization problem presented in Section V.

E. Dynamic �ε(n) Re-computation

Algorithm 1 runs at system initialization and computes
an appropriate error share that is propagated along the ag-
gregation tree, starting from the root down. As the behavior
of local values changes in time, we need to adapt the error
share allocation in order to reflect the new system status. This
implies the redistribution of the error budget among children
at every parent process.

The dynamic re-computation of the error allocation, locally
at each process n, is event-driven and requires rerunning
Algorithm 1. Events are represented by (i) a local reallo-
cation decision taken by the parent in case its current incoming
rate estimate R̂in

n is larger by δR than the original incoming
rate at the time of the last error share allocation, (ii) an increase

of the parent error share εn by Δε, (iii) a decrease of εn by
Δε. δR is a control parameter of our protocol. A larger value
implies less frequent reallocations, and hence a more stable
system at the expense of a larger protocol overhead.

Algorithm 2 H-GAP: Dynamic re-computation of �ε(n)

Input: εn, rate threshold δR, initial �ε(n), ˆRout
j , ∀j ∈ γn;

Monitor: Continuously estimate latest ˆRout
j ;

Case 1: Upon violation of the rate threshold δR:
Run Procedure Error Share Decrease (εn, �ε(n));
Case 2: Upon increase of εn by Δε:
Run Algorithm 1 (εn, ˆRout

j , ∀j ∈ γn, �ε(n));
Case 3: Upon decrease of εn by Δε:
Run Procedure Error Share Decrease (εn, �ε(n));
Procedure Error Share Decrease:
εn = εn − Δε;
for every child node j in γn do

εj = max(0, εj − Δε);
end for
�ε(n) = {εj|∀j ∈ γn};

Run Algorithm 1 (εn, ˆRout
j , ∀j ∈ γn, �ε(n));

In case of event (ii), parent n has enough information to
reallocate the extra error share to its children by running an

additional iteration of Algorithm 1. However, for events
(i) and (iii), observe that

∑
j∈γn

εj ≥ εn and a reallocation of
the shares automatically implies the reduction of the share of
at least one child.

In these cases we apply the concept of error share shrinking
[3] which implies that we reduce the error share of all children
by Δε such that under the new error allocation

∑
j∈γn

εj ≤ εn.
For the established time window ti we recompute the estimates

ˆRout
j and we re-run Algorithm 1 starting with the new

error allocation vector and the newly computed rate estimates
for all children. We differentiate our method from [3] as we
only apply the shrinking process locally, and event-based, e.g.,
only when needed. Hence, we expect our solution to be more
efficient and more adaptive. A formalization of the above ideas
is presented in Algorithm 2. Note that Algorithm 2
requires a single iteration run of Algorithm 1 for Case 2,
while for Cases 1 and 3 the number of iterations is upper-
bounded by the number of children of process n, |γn|. Hence,
the real-time adaptation of our mechanism is much faster than
the initialization process, due to the smaller error share that
must be reallocated.

VIII. COMPUTING GENERAL AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS

WITH ACCURACY OBJECTIVES USING H-GAP

A. Applying an aggregation function on the histogram

In the previous sections, we presented the H-GAP protocol,
which estimates the evolution of a histogram of local state
variables. The protocol aims at keeping the estimation error,
i.e., the distance between the protocol-generated histogram and
the actual histogram, within the maximum error objective εM .
An intuitive interpretation of the error objective εM is the
fraction of outdated, and therefore possibly incorrect, values
represented in the histogram provided by H-GAP. For instance,
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an error objective of x% means that at most x% of the local
values represented in the protocol-generated histogram are
outdated.

Having an estimate of the histogram available at the mon-
itoring node allows to locally compute estimates for a range
of aggregation functions on that node. Such an aggrega-
tion function is of the form F(w1, . . . , wN ) with F(t) =
F(w1(t), . . . , wN (t)), and is symmetric in its arguments in
the sense that any permutation of the arguments wi results
in the same value of the function. The evolution of an
estimate for this function F can be computed using the H-GAP
generated histogram. Since H-GAP has an estimation error, the
computation of F using the protocol generated histogram is
associated with an error εF .

We are interested in estimating an aggregation function F
with an error objective εF . Therefore, the problem becomes
one of mapping εF to the error objective of the H-GAP
protocol εM , which means finding a function g, such that

εM = g(εF).

This mapping generally depends on the aggregation function
F . In the following subsection we present an example of such
a mapping g for the specific aggregation function SUM .

B. Mapping the accuracy objective for SUM

Using the histogram H0 produced by H-GAP, the aggrega-
tion function SUM can be computed at the monitoring node
as:

SUM(H0) =
m∑

i=1

siH
i
0,

where si ∈ S.
Based on the discussion in Section VIII-A, the number of

outdated values k in the histogram H0 can be computed as
k = εM · N , where εM is normalized by the system size N .

Using H0, S, k and SUM(H0) one can compute the
interval in which the actual value of SUM must lie. As this
interval can be very large in practice (e.g., for specific values
si ∈ S) we need to restrict it for finding a relationship g
between εM and εSUM that allows for an efficient and effective
estimation.

Let Δw be the absolute change of the local values wi during
a sampling interval Δt, averaged over all wi in the system. We
express the error in estimating the actual value of SUM by
computing SUM(H0) as k·Δw, which is the maximum of the
average error between the two values over some monitoring
time interval. (We implicitly assume here that the sampling
interval Δt is significantly larger than the computating and
communication delays of the H-GAP protocol in the system.
This assumption is reasonable for many technology domains,
e.g., IP network environments.) This approach allows us to
directly relate the changes in the local variables to the estimate
SUM(H0) computed at the root node.

The experienced error in estimating the actual SUM ag-
gregation function, modelled as k ·Δw, can now be related to
the error objective εSUM as follows:

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Value set S [1, . . . , 124]
Estimation Window 30s

Algorithm Iteration Window ti 1s
Error Step Δε 2

Variable sampling rate 1s
Rate threshold ΔR = δR

R̂in
n

20%

Normalized Error Objective ε D[H0(t),Hreal(t)]
N

Protocol Initialization 70s
Monitoring time 100s

Error Computation Period 0.5s

k · Δw = εSUM · SUM(H0)

where εSUM is normalized by SUM(H0).
Keeping in mind that k = εM ·N , we obtain the relationship

between the error objective of H-GAP and the error objective
of the monitoring function SUM :

εM =
SUM(H0)

N · Δw
· εSUM (5)

Observe that our approach leads to a linear relationship
between the two error objectives, which will be validated
through simulation in Section IX. We call λ = SUM(H0)

N ·Δw the
proportionality factor between εM and εSUM .

Note that in an implementation scenario, N and k are
readily available at the root node through H0, while Δw can
be estimated in real time, during the monitoring process, or
predicted from the stochastic process P governing the local
value change [1].

IX. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

We evaluate our proposed protocol through extensive sim-
ulations using the SIMPSON simulator [29]. We use five
static network topologies containing N = 82, 164, 328, 654
and 1308 nodes respectively, generated by GoCast [30] with
a target connectivity of 5. The aggregating trees built on
top of these topologies have a maximum out-degree of 6.
The local management variable in the simulation experiments
represents the number of HTTP flows traversing a given node.
The monitored aggregate is the histogram of the variable in
the network. The local variables are updated asynchronously
based on packet traces captured on two 1Gbit/s links that
connect the University of Twente to a research network [31].
We use these traces in order to create events that are processed
by the simulator. Each event changes the local variable of a
node at a given time. All simulations start with a protocol
initialization period during which our protocol constructs the
aggregation tree, Algorithm 1 initializes, and each parent
node computes an initial estimate R̂in

n . Specific simulation
parameters are presented in Table II.

B. Scalability, Controllability and Accuracy

First, we evaluate the scalability of H-GAP by computing
the maximum link utilization in all network scenarios, for
various error objectives. Link utilization is computed as the
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Fig. 3. Distribution of management protocol overhead on overlay links -
1308 nodes.

number of messages per second exchanged by our protocol on
a given link2, averaged over the monitoring time (Figure 2).
We observe that even for large networks, a minimum increase
in the error objective leads to a dramatic reduction in link
utilization. For error objectives above 5% the maximum link
utilization is approximately the same regardless of the network
size. Such result has been expected as the protocol distributes
the largest error-shares to nodes closer to the root where the
link utilization is higher. At the same time, H-GAP always
allocates an available error-share to the child that produces
the maximum protocol overhead (hence the largest link uti-
lization), trying to decrease it. The cumulative distribution
function of the link utilization for the entire management
overlay for two network scenarios is presented in Figure 3
and Figure 4. The results confirm the drastic reduction in
variability in terms of link utilization for the management
aggregation process. These results prove that our protocol
scales well with increased network size which, together with
its low computational complexity, makes it a suitable candidate
for the monitoring of large-scale networks.

Next, we are interested in the controllability of our protocol,

2As the message size is considered as constant in our work, the mapping
to a link utilization metric based on bytes per second is straightforward.
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and we test the reduction in protocol overhead when we
increase the error objective for all simulation scenarios. We
measure the total number of forwarded messages in the
aggregation tree during the monitoring time. We do not count
the leaf updates to their parents as they are not affected
by the error objective (Section VI). Figure 5 presents the
obtained results normalized with the total number of messages
exchanged for an error objective εM = 0. We observe a
significant drop in total protocol overhead even for small error
objectives. It is also noticeable that the performance of our
protocol increases for larger networks, as these topologies
offer more flexibility in error-share allocation.

Finally we are interested in comparing the accuracy of the
protocol’s error objective compared to the real error in the

obtained results. With this respect, we test our protocol
for various pre-set error objectives and we compute the
actual aggregation error at the root node. The aggregation
error is computed periodically as the distance between the
current aggregated histogram available at the root node, and
the real histogram of the local variables computed from the
available traces. Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the results for
two network scenarios, while observed results for all other
scenarios are similar. We observe a small under-valuation of
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the total error for extremely low error objectives, while the
real error tends to be smaller than the pre-set error objectives
for higher values. This is explained by the fact that for
higher error-objectives we observe the canceling effect of
histogram aggregation at intermediate nodes. Parents wait for
more child updates before forwarding the aggregate up the
tree, hence increasing the chance of observing updates with
changes that cancel each other out. This effect cannot be
observed in asynchronous systems at low error objectives, as
intermediate nodes must forward almost all incoming updates
without waiting for more updates that might cancel some of
the changes.

C. Error Objective Mapping for SUM and Comparison to
A-GAP

The final results presented in this paper reflect the accuracy
of the error mapping for the management function SUM , as
presented in Section VIII. We use a modified version of our
original trace of local weights change, in order to introduce
more variability in the global aggregate time-evolution [32].
To the original trace at process i, we add a sinusoidal bias:

w
′
i(t) = int(wi(t) + 23 · [1 + sin(

2πt

30
− π

2
)]),
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where int() returns the integer component of its argument.
The average computed proportionality factor for this trace

is λ = 14.28. Comparison results between the computed error
mapping from εM to εSUM for two network scenarios are
presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

We observe that the experienced error while computing
SUM on the aggregated histogram follows the general behav-
ior as described by our proposed mapping. However, since our
mapping is only based on the monitoring of variable change,
and does not use any estimation/prediction tools, it tends
to be rather inexact. We conclude that while our histogram
aggregation protocol brings gains in the flexibility of applying
any function on the data set at the root node, it suffers in terms
of prediction accuracy for the final experienced error, for a
specific management function result.

Finally, we compare our proposed mechanisms to A-GAP,
a specialized protocol for aggregating SUM [1]. We test H-
GAP in the same simulation conditions as presented in [1],
and evaluate the performance of our protocol in terms of the
trade-off: maximum processing node-load versus average error
in terms of number of HTTP flows estimated at the root node.
We use the same computation procedure as in the case of
the A-GAP protocol. A zoomed-in snapshot of the results is
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presented in Figure 10, and shows a similar behavior for both
protocols. A-GAP is more efficient especially for very low
error objectives (i.e., 10-20 HTTP flows out of an average
of 20.000 HTTP flows in total, hence an error objective of
below 0.1%), as it is specialized for the given management
function. However, H-GAP offers the advantage of flexibility
at the root node in switching the management function, and is
much faster, as it is based on linear-time error-share allocation
algorithms.

X. DISCUSSION

A. The efficiency of estimating SUM using H-GAP

Our simulation results show that for a given error objective
εSUM , the corresponding error objective εM for H-GAP is
more than one order of magnitude larger, which translates
into a low protocol overhead for both considered metrics. This
result is of course dependent on the particular trace used for
the evolution of local variables.

Further insight beyond this particular trace is provided by
the model introduced in Section VIII for the mapping of
εSUM to εM . This mapping is expressed through the linear
relationship εM = λ · εSUM , with the proportionality factor
λ = SUM(H0)

N ·Δw . λ can be expressed as w
Δw , where w stands

for the average value of all local weights. The proportionality
factor is a measure inversely proportional to the relative
variability of the trace. The above mapping function suggests
that the smaller the relative variability of the trace, the larger
the value of εM given an εSUM , and therefore the lower the
protocol overhead in estimating SUM for a given accuracy
objective. While this mapping is instrumental in predicting
the performance of our protocol for other traces, it should be
further validated with additional experiments.

B. Optimization criterion

H-GAP represents our distributed solution for histogram
aggregation over aggregation trees with an accuracy objective.
We define the objective as the maximum tolerated distance
between the protocol-generated histogram and the actual value
distribution in the system. Given this error objective, we for-
mulate the optimization problem as to minimize the maximum

link load imposed by the protocol on the network graph.
Such an optimization function is appropriate for instance for a
sensor network scenario, where the total lifetime of the system
often depends on the node with the shortest lifetime based on
its local energy resources.

Alternatively, we can define the optimization problem as
to minimize the total number of required protocol messages
on the network graph. Such a choice can be appropriate
for traditional wireline networks, where the resources of the
management plane are minimized for a given operation. In this
case, the global optimization problem is modified in order to
reflect the change in the optimization criterion. If Ωn(t) is the
total overhead observed at node n, then the global optimization
problem in Eq. (3) is reformulated as:

�ε(t)
∗

= arg min
∀�(ε(t))

N∑
n=0

Ωn(t,P , εj(t))), (6)

while keeping the same constraint in place.
It turns out that we can use the same distributed heuristic

to produce good solutions for both instances of the global
optimization problem. In Section IX we evaluate H-GAP
with respect to both optimization metrics, i.e., maximum link
utilization and total number of messages in the system. We
observe that H-GAP is efficient with respect to both objectives.

C. Node computational cost vs traffic overhead

In the presented optimization problems we are expressing
the protocol overhead in terms of messages sent and received
in order to aggregate the histogram of local values.

As an alternative, one can consider protocol overhead in
terms of computational resources required in the manage-
ment processes for aggregation. Applying a simple mapping
between the resources needed to process a message and to
send/receive a message, the above optimization problems can
be interpreted both in terms of minimizing message overhead,
as well as minimizing computational overhead.

D. Controlling the trade-off between message size and number
of updates through quantization

Notice that our analysis and solution take into account only
real-valued local variables with a finite value space S. Our
protocol can be extended for the monitoring of variables over
infinite sets S by incorporating an initial quantization step.
Local values can be quantized with a quantization step Q. The
size of Q determines the size of the aggregation vector H and
hence the size of the exchanged messages in the system.

In this case, the global optimization problem can be for-
mulated in terms of the total amount of exchanged data/bytes
instead of the number of exchanged messages. Furthermore
we consider a joint error objective εM which consists of the
quantization error εQ (which influences the quantization step
Q and the size of messages) and the aggregation error ετ

(which influences the rate of updates propagated up the tree).
The combined optimization of both aspects of the mon-

itoring process, namely quantization and aggregation, can
be modeled as a joint source-channel coding problem. An
advantage of such a perspective would be that the trade-off
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between message size and the number of messages becomes
controllable in the aggregation protocol. The investigation of
this problem could bring meaningful interdisciplinary parallels
and is left for future work.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present H-GAP, a distributed protocol for
the aggregation of the histogram of a monitored local variable
in large-scale systems. Our protocol provides the manage-
ment station with timely information about the distribution of
the values of the monitored variable with minimal protocol
overhead, while satisfying a global accuracy objective. H-
GAP is tunable, in the sense that the operating point on
the trade-off curve (between protocol overhead and accuracy
objective) can be controlled at runtime. Based on the aggre-
gated histogram, the management station can compute various
aggregation functions, either sequentially or in parallel. This
is not possible with traditional aggregation protocols, which
integrate a specific aggregation function with the monitoring
process.

Our contribution includes a detailed analysis of the problem
of histogram aggregation over aggregation trees, a formulation
of the global optimization problem, and a complete distributed
solution containing heuristic, tree-based algorithms suitable
for real system implementation. Furthermore, we provide an
efficient solution for the mapping of the error objective of a
general aggregation function to the error objective of H-GAP,
using SUM as an example. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to present a complete protocol for efficiently
aggregating histograms under error objectives, and to show
how such a protocol can be effectively used to compute
general aggregation functions with specific error objectives.
Lastly, we validate the protocol design objectives through
simulations using real traces.

From the obtained results we draw two main conclusions.
First, the effectiveness and efficiency of H-GAP increase
with the system size, in the sense that, in larger settings, a
given increase in the error objective leads to an increasing
reduction in the protocol overhead. Second, the trade-off curve
between accuracy objective and protocol overhead suggests
the existence of a favorable operating point, for which H-
GAP provides high accuracy for a comparably low overhead.
As part of future work, we plan to extend the protocol in
such a way that it auto-configures to reach and maintain this
particular operating point.
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